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C$14.5B
in revenue

19,500
route miles

C$2.9B
in capital investments

C$109.7B
market capitalization

2021  HIGHLIGHTS

22,600
employees

5.7 million
carloads

Who we are

4x
less emissions than 
trucking industry

2,311
locomotives



Advanced technology deployment is the core of DSR
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CN’s bold vision: 
Build the digital 
railroad of the future

Data is the new currency and the 
most important strategic asset 
in CN’s digital transformation. 

DIGITAL SCHEDULED RAILROADINGPRECISION SCHEDULED RAILROADING



Our strategic pillars

Using data with purpose

Accelerate the 
reliability and 

efficiency of our 
operations

Feed and 
expand our 

rail 
network

Help 
customers
win in their 

markets

Innovate 
to 

support 
growth

AI / ML IN ACTION
Using data with purpose



CN’s AI landscape = Challenges to solve
Improving safety, efficiency, productivity and creating network capacity

Climate Risk Modeling

Autonomous Track Inspection Program (ATIP)

Automated Inspection Portals (AIP)

Commodities Forecasting

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

Rail Movement Optimization

Predictive Maintenance for Rail Assets



AI in action: Past success in use today

1.8 M
miles travelled

10 x 
more defects 
identified

10 x
improved track 
safety

500+
major defects 
avoided (yearly)

ATIP AIP



Commodities Forecasting

Gain Operational Efficiencies Increase Asset Utilization Improve Customer Satisfaction

Accurate forecasts form the base of Digital Scheduled Railroading

AI in action: Present

• Help streamline 
operations

• Increase network fluidity

• Properly plan assets
• Optimize crew staffing

• Better trip plan 
performance; help set 
better expectations

• Help customers win

AI demand forecasting

• Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
• CN historical demand data
• External indicators and data+



AI in action: Present

Terminal AI
Optimize how we receive and handle 
containers and assign them to trains.

Yard AI
Optimize how we classify and sort 

railcars for building trains.

Smart Network
Digital twin that enhances capacity 

planning relative to changing demand.

Rail Movement Optimization



Predictive Maintenance 

Wheel Preventative Maintenance Model

AI model Probability Filters

Analytical 
Dashboard

Schedule 
Maintenance

AI in action: Future
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Climate risk modeling

AI in action: Future



✓ Best practices

✓ Latest technologies

✓ Accelerate deliveries

✓ Keep up with trends 

✓ Share learnings

BenefitsKey Partners

Leveraging a diverse partnership ecosystem
Helping the global supply chain succeed
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CN is evolving from a traditional 
railway to the digital, connected 
railway of the future, and is 
leading the next railway industry 
transformation.


